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THE 19TH INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE
RED CROSS ESSAY COMPETITION FOR EAST
AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES
QUESTION
“A central feature of the changing geopolitical landscape of the last decade has been the proliferation of non-State armed groups. In some of the most complex recent
conflicts, analysts observed hundreds, if not thousands, of groups engaging in armed violence. Their size, structure and capabilities vary widely. While large groups
with centralized and well-defined command-and-control structures continue to arise or to exist, other groups are decentralized in their structure and operate in fluid
alliances. In this myriad of armed actors, the motivation for violence seems increasingly blurred between political, religious, and criminal interests.” ICRC 2019 Report on
International Humanitarian Law and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts.
The multiplicity of armed groups and the fluidity in their operations give rise to a myriad of legal and practical challenges such as the applicability of IHL to conflicts
involving multiple non-State armed groups; the legal regime protecting persons living in territory under the de facto control of non-State armed groups; and legal and
practical dilemmas regarding detention by armed groups.
Critically analyze and discuss legal and practical challenges identified in the statement above.
INSTRUCTIONS
• The competition is open to all undergraduate students from Eastern Africa universities.
• Essays must be typed, properly referenced and structured, and a bibliography provided.
• Essays must not exceed 4000 words (including the footnotes but excluding the bibliography)
• The essay and a copy of student’s identification card must be received at the ICRC Regional Office in Nairobi by 30 June 2021 by email (nai_com@icrc.org). Late
entries will not be accepted.
• The winner of the competition will receive a cash prize. There will also be awards for the first and second runners- up, as well as for the best essay from each
country.
ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Participants will be assessed on their logical arguments, the depth to which they develop their answers, structure and demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter.
Each of the criterion will be awarded points as below:
Knowledge of the subject matter
Critical thinking and Analysis
Structure, referencing and evidence of research
Total
40
CASH PRIZES
• Best Essay – CHF 350

30

• 2nd Best Essay – CHF 250

30

• 3rd Best Essay – CHF 100

For further information please contact:
The International Committee of the Red Cross,
Communication Department, Somalia Delegation,
Wadjir District, Buulo Hubey Quarters,
Tel: 05844110 or Mohamed Khalif +252907948803 / 252614243716
Email: mkhalifibrahim@icrc.org
www.icrc.org

100

• Top in each country – CHF 50

